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Editorial

Tracy Ellis

is giving you the EDGE you need in Real Estate!

S

chool is underway, life is returning to normal, and the real estate
market is doing even better than it was the first half of the year. In
December 2015, St. Louis was projected to be the Nation’s second
hottest real estate market for 2016. At this time, it’s looking like we’re
right on track to making that projection a reality. We continue to have low
inventory, terrific interest rates, and home values are on the rise. It’s a
great time to take advantage of this incredible market. It’s always been a
misconception in my opinion that spring is the best time to sell your house.
I’ve always believed the fall and winter seasons are great times for sellers.
This Summer, Rick and I had a terrific vacation with our boys.
They enjoyed learning to paddle board and loved kayaking at the beach.
Honestly though, who doesn’t love the beach? After hours of fun in the
sun, what I love so much about the beach really hit me for the first time
this summer. When you’re at the beach taking in the breeze on your face,
the sun on your skin, and the beautiful sound of the waves hitting the
shore, your mind is at rest. Rick and I commit so much time and energy
to our clients, our radio shows, growing our real estate business, and our
magazine that it’s very rare we’re not in think-mode—if ever. This year,
I was finally able to not think for a few days, and it was incredible.
Of course, I couldn’t do that for long. I’m always thinking about what
we can do next to market our clients’ homes, and now we’ve returned home
refreshed and rejuvenated and ready to finish out the year with a bang.
Spending quality time with our children makes us appreciate our clients
even more. We’re so thankful to everyone that allows us to play a small part
in their journey to make memories with their families in their homes.
Throughout the summer, Rick and I had the honor of giving back to the
community in so many ways. We enjoyed being able to participate in planning
the event for Little Patriots Embraced—the Million Dollar Evening. It was
an incredible night, and we know the money raised is going to benefit a great
cause. We’ve also enjoyed helping St. Louis Crisis Nursery raise money for
several years now. In the coming months, Rick and I will be focusing on
raising awareness about SSM Health Cardinal Glennon Children’s Hospital.
Cardinal Glennon does remarkable work. They help ease the financial burden
often accompanied with having a sick child for countless families. We look
forward to working with such amazing people and do what we can to make a
difference in our community. Be on the lookout for future events throughout
the year and join us in helping Cardinal Glennon continue their amazing work
making a difference in the lives of so many children and their families.
For over three years now, we’ve had the privilege of hosting The
Rick & Tracy Ellis Show on FM NewsTalk 97.1 every Sunday morning
from 10 to 11 am. Not only is 97.1 a wonderful group of people to work
with, they’ve now become like family to us. When I received the call
about adding a 2nd show on Saturdays, I was hesitant at first, but Rick and
I thought it was a great opportunity to reach out to a different audience.
We’ve always felt that FM NewsTalk 97.1 has the most educated and loyal
listeners, and we appreciate all of your phone calls and kind words. Now,

you can tune in every Saturday as well from 4 to 5 pm for a completely
different show. Sandy Miller from FOX 2 News will also be contributing
to our Saturday radio show. Sandy will Spotlight beneficial businesses,
promising products, super services, and interesting individuals. Sandy will
be an incredible asset for our show, and we’re thankful to have her join us.
We’ve had a number of 97.1 listeners reach out to us from Illinois asking for our help in their real estate endeavors. I can’t tell you how happy it
makes me to announce that we can finally help you! We’ve welcomed to our
team Karla Horrell with Coldwell Banker Brown Realtors in Illinois. Karla
is licensed in both Illinois and Missouri, so we’ll be able to better service our
clients on both sides of the Mississippi River. In addition, Karla’s husband
Paul is a pilot and is licensed to operate a drone. Paul will be working with
us as well to help create some incredible drone photography for our listings.
Allison Lewis, a recent college graduate working toward her real estate
license will also be joining our team this fall, and we look forward to watching her grow and begin her real estate journey. Great things are happening
for our team all around. The Rick and Tracy Ellis Team was one of the top
three RE/MAX Teams in the Missouri region for the month of July, and
one of the top 10 teams YTD. We’re so blessed to work with such talented
individuals, and we can’t wait to see what the future holds for our team.
We’ve got a lot going on in the way of social media as well! On
Facebook, we now have business pages for The Rick and Tracy Ellis
Team, The Rick and Tracy Ellis Show, and the Tracy Ellis Magazine.
Please take a moment to follow and like all three of our pages to keep
current on the real estate market and upcoming events.
As many of you know, Asher Benrubi, otherwise known as The Smash,
is a very dear friend of ours and has been working with our team over the past
year. Recently, Asher lost the love of his life—his beautiful wife, Debbie Benrubi. Through her work as Librarian and educator at Hope Montessori West in
Wildwood for over 20 years, Debbie was able to touch the lives of so many.
Debbie will be remembered for her love of Christ, worship, and her volunteer
work with the child care ministries at St. Louis Family Church in Chesterfield.

We are so very sorry for the loss of such a wonderful woman, and
our hearts are with Asher and his children during this difficult time. I don’t
think I’ve ever had a conversation with Asher that he hasn’t discussed “his
girl” with me. Asher’s eyes would light up every time he spoke of her.
Debbie Benrubi was, and will always be, his everything. With all of the
love and sympathy in our hearts, we ask our clients, friends, and colleagues to say a prayer and offer strength to the Benrubi family.
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Welcome to the Team!
Karla Horrell
Karla Horrell is a lifelong resident of the St Louis Metro East region and a graduate of Southern Illinois
University in Edwardsville with a degree in Economics. She is an experienced Realtor having served the
Illinois real estate market for 13 years as a licensed Managing Broker. Karla is now licensed in Missouri
as a Broker-Salesperson for the Rick and Tracy Ellis Team. She specializes in residential real estate sales
to first time home buyers, move-up buyers, retirees, investors and those relocating to the St Louis region.
She holds her Graduate Realtor Institute (GRI), Accredited Buyer Representative
(ABR) and Accredited Staging Professional (ASP) designations in real estate.
With extensive experience in video production for numerous real estate TV
shows, Karla is invested in all of the latest technologies and is dedicated to
providing clients a superior level of professional real estate services.

Cell: 618.531.1380 | Karla@TracyEllisTeam.com

Allyson Lewis
I am super excited to announce I’m joining The Rick and Tracy Ellis team! I have always been interested
and had a passion for real estate. I’m looking forward to learning and growing with the team. After studying
Textile and Apparel Management along with Business at the University of Missouri-Columbia, I worked at
a major department store for over a year. I was promoted twice and received many national awards for my
sales production. My other passion is sports-primarily baseball and football. There
is nothing better than watching the Cardinals play or relaxing on football game
days. I can’t wait to start my new adventure as the newest member of the best real
estate team in St. Louis, The Rick and Tracy Ellis Team!

Cell: 314.504.5859 | Allyson@TracyEllisTeam.com
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BUYING &
SELLING

Luxury is in the Details
Y

our home is so much more than just a house. It’s the space
you’ve created for yourself and your family. It’s where
you relax, enjoy meals and create lasting memories. That’s
why it’s so important that your home be inviting, relaxing,
and that it makes you feel like a million bucks.
Maybe you’ve just purchased a new home and you want to make it feel
a little more upscale, or perhaps you want to mix things up in a home where
you’ve lived for a while. The point is, adding luxury to your home doesn’t
have to be a comprehensive renovation. Sometimes, the luxury is in the details.

Upgrade your bath towels, hand towels and washcloths. Don’t forget
the throws on your couch! You’ll feel the difference and enjoy a little
more luxury around the house.
Change Your Front Door
The first thing you see when you pull up to your home is the front
entrance. It sets the tone for the entire home, and therefore should look
its best! You can paint it a new color or change it out, so you’re home
will pop from the curbside!

Re-tile Your Master Bath
Re-tiling your bathroom can make a dramatic difference in the look
and feel. Upgrade your tile to a gorgeous stone or marble and add a glass
tile backsplash in a contrasting shade you love. Add a shadowbox to your
shower to match! Transform your bathroom from boring to spa-worthy
with tones and textures that create a calming and relaxing atmosphere.

Remember, refinancing your home is a great way to get money
back toward your fresh upgrades! Vinson Mortgage is the name you
know and trust to get the best value on your refinance. Who doesn’t
love coming home and relaxing in a luxurious space? Make these small
updates and transform your home into a comfortable oasis.

Update Your Hardware
Hardware can make a dramatic difference in both your kitchen
and your bathroom. Whether it’s cabinet knobs and drawer pulls or new
faucets, adding new hardware will make the room look and feel better.
You can also think about adding a new framed mirror in the bathroom, or
installing some wall-mounts in the kitchen, like a nice wine rack.

Call your local office, or visit www.VinsonMortgage.com,
to get one of our licensed loan officers working on the right
financing to get you into the home of your dreams!
Missouri: 314.839.9999 | Kansas: 913.344.9999
Colorado: 303.740.9999 | Illinois: 618.839.9999
California: 866.774.8999

Add Crown Molding
Crown molding is a simple way to add a touch of elegance to your
home. It can be used to make ceilings look taller, rooms appear more
spacious, as well as to draw the eye to beautiful design. You can even
add crown molding to your cabinets for a classy improvement to your
kitchen or bathroom. Paint or stain them to match and it will seem like
you’ve redone your entire cabinetry!
Invest in Your Linens
If there’s one place luxury quality makes a noticeable difference,
it’s in the linens. Get some new soft and silky high thread-count sheets.
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fully licensed Commercial and
residential title, escrow and
disbursing provider.
• 11 locations, licensed in both
Missouri and Kansas
• Onsite corporate counsel
• Mobile Closings available at the
location of your choice

“The 2016 housing market is forecasted to be mainly a seller’s market, filled with increasing home prices,
relatively low inventory and fierce competition between buyers,” says Jonathan Smoke, chief economist
for realtor.com. “Buyers looking to close this year need to keep an open mind and be prepared to move
quickly when they find a home that meets their needs. For sellers, it’s about understanding the ins and
outs of their local market so they can optimize the price of their home and close quickly.”
Closing quickly while navigating new and more stringent legal/legislative guidelines also requires the assistance
of a professional, state-of-the-art team, which Integrity is proud to be a part of with the Ellis Team.
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Exclusive look
at the Estate

of Sunset Bluffs
T

here’s nothing quite like taking a trip to your favorite lake
for a summer outing. With water sports, refreshing swims,
and family time, it’s one of the best ways to unwind and
enjoy those blistering summer days and fun summer
nights--but there’s just one problem. Have you ever noticed how many people crowd the lake?
No matter what your favorite lake location might be, there’s always
a chance your tranquil relaxation time can be obscured by other unruly
tourists, traffic jams, and overcrowded waters. Unless, however, your
favorite summer getaway is actually your own private lake sanctuary.
Nestled within the beautiful Missouri landscape, the house on
Sunset Bluffs is nothing short of well-designed perfection. After six
years in foreclosure, this 20 acre property finally sparked an interest
in Freddrick, the designer and builder of Sunset Bluffs. It started as
nothing more than a dilapidated rock quarry, surrounded by thick
woods with no front entrance. After moving nearly 2200 loads of rock
and debris, Freddrick was able to envision the home and lake in all of
its potential glory.
Today, the lake is eight acres in size, twelve feet deep, and is
brimming with Bluegills, Sunfish, Catfish, Grass Carp (to keep it clean),
and Bass. The water is so clear, you can easily see the fish swimming
naturally in their man-made habitat. With paddle boats, kayaks, and a

private sand beach, it’s the ideal spot for enjoying uninterrupted time
with friends, family, and nature.
Based off the architectural stylings of Frank Lloyd Wright, this
modern 5500 square foot abode sits just feet from the water’s edge. By
incorporating Spanish-Mediterranean influences, the interior of the home
is open and free-flowing. As a whole, it lets the landscape sit undisturbed,
allowing for the clearest of views and ample appreciation of the beauty of
the incredible 110 foot bluffs enclosing the home and private lake.
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Freddrick kept the lake and bluffs in mind while making each
and every design decision. From the pool room to the great room,
everything is open, which makes for a clear view out of the home’s
impressive windows. The window in the great room alone is 18 ½ feet
high by 14 feet wide and is made of a single sheet of curtain glass--the
same type of windows you might see in large hotels. Try as you might,
it’s almost impossible to find an angle in this home that obstructs the
one-of-a-kind view.
Complete with five huge bedrooms and four gorgeous baths, this
home has plenty of space for guests to spread out. To recover from a
long day in the sun, Freddrick created a media room with a 150 inch projector screen and seating for up to 14 people. To make the very best use
of the space, he even included a bar in the back of the room that’s just
right for gathering friends and family together for a big sporting event.
In the kitchen, Freddrick installed the very best commercial appliances. They’re reliable, heavy-duty pieces of equipment that are really
made to cook. From the floating stainless steel island that’s suspended
with stainless steel cables, to the breakfast bar, this kitchen is top-notch
and is designed, not only to accommodate a large number of people, but
to cook for them as well.
What makes all this space and commercial equipment necessary?
With all of his hard work to make the property come to life, it comes

as a surprize to many that Freddrick doesn’t spend much time enjoying
his masterpiece. Currently, Sunset Bluffs is booked for nearly the entire
summer as a vacation rental for families, businesses, reunions--you name
it. Freddrick has even hosted a number of weddings. With the ample
space, concrete pads and walkways, decks, and a gorgeous fountain in
the middle of the lake, it’s a sublime venue for a romantic wedding. To
receive a large number of guests, the front driveway is a half-mile long,
plus there’s additional parking for 200 cars, and a rear driveway.
The Rick & Tracy Ellis Team is honored to have the opportunity to
list this phenomenal property. It’s private, unique, and is one of the most
beautiful lakefront locations in Missouri. With almost 10 miles of uninterrupted land, you can catch all the different layers of the sky as the sun
sets. After a big snow, the magnificent bluffs stay covered in a blanket of
white throughout the winter. The land is abundant with wildlife and even
has a half-acre grazing area that’s perfect for horses.
Needless to say, this property is ripe with opportunity. It would
make a great location for a wine-tasting business or a full-time wedding/party venue. If you’re looking for a new business venture or a
vacation spot to call your own, you won’t find anything more exclusive
or original than Sunset Bluffs. For more information, please contact
The Rick & Tracy Ellis team by phone at 636-299-3702, or email at
tracy@tracyellis.com.
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To Be Built LOT 12 Radnor Rd

Huntleigh, MO

$2,900,000

E
V
I
T

AC

3001 Matteson Blvd
O’Fallon, MO 63366

$1,400,000

LD

SO

2072 Farris County Rd
Foristell, MO 63348

$950,000

E
V
I
T

AC

1126 Wings Rd
St. Albans, MO 63073

$1,999,999

E
V
I
T
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S

1012 Las Campanas
Sunrise Beach, MO 65079

$1,600,000

E
V
I
T

AC

AC

1302 Wildhorse Meadows
Chesterfield, MO 63005

19217 Brookhollow Dr.
Wildwood, MO 63038

$1,300,000

E
V
I
T

AC

331 Woodlawn Terrace
Ballwin, MO 63021

$875,000

www.TracyEllis.com
#1 Team at Re/Max in Chesterfield
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$1,200,000

E
V
I
T

AC

17690 Wakefield Meadows Ct
Wildwood, MO 63038

$769,900

Tracy
Ellis

636.299.3702

E
V
I
T

AC

1775 Bieker Rd
Washington, MO 63090

1,599,000

G
N
I
ND
E
P
1333 Wildhorse Meadows
Chesterfield, MO 63005

$999,999

G
N
I
ND
E
P
160 Killarney Lane
Pacific, MO 63069

$729,900

Rick
Ellis

636.699.2197

9/20/16 6:44 PM

2016 Current Activity: Over $55,000,000
Listed, Under Contract or Sold!

E
TIV

AC

28 Upper Conway
Chesterfield, MO 63017

$725,000

E
V
I
T

AC

TBB Wyndham, Wakefield
Forest, Wildwood, MO

$685,900

D
OL

S

9130 Rott Rd
Sunset Hills, MO

$649,900

Mary Kay
Schlimpert
636.751.4435
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N

PE

34 Barnor Rd
Wentzville, MO 63385

$725,000

E
V
I
T

E

IV
T
C

A

TBB Westbrooke, Wakefield
Forest, Wildwood, MO

$715,900

E
V
I
T

E

IV
T
C

A

TBB Parkview II, Wakefield
Forest, Wildwood, MO

$695,900

E
V
I
T

AC

AC

AC

TBB Nantucket, Wakefield
Forest, Wildwood, MO

TBB Waterford, Wakefield
Forest, Wildwood, MO

TBB Nantucket II, Wakefield
Forest, Wildwood, MO

$679,900

D
OL

S

1533 Highland Valley Cir
Chesterfield, MO 63005

$612,500

Vince
Cafazza

314.369.8554

$669,900

E
V
I
T

AC

TBB Arlington II, Wakefield
Forest, Wildwood, MO

$599,900

Allyson
Lewis

314.504.5859

$649,900

G
N
I
D

N

PE

14829 Conway
Chesterfield, MO 63017

$585,000

Karla
Horrell

618.531.1380
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D
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S

102 Stone Ridge Meadows
O’Fallon, MO 63366

$560,000

D
OL

S

103 Bogey Estates Dr
St. Charles, MO 63303

$481,900

D
OL

S

357 Sturbridge Dr
St. Charles 63303

$414,000

D
OL

S

711 Henry Ave
Ballwin, MO 63011

$550,000

D
OL

S

223 Oak
Wentzville, MO 63385

$475,000

D
OL
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AC

110 Woodmere Trail Ct.
St. Charles, MO 63303

$530,000

E
V
I
T

AC

134 Tuscany Trace Dr.
St. Charles, MO 63303

$481,000.00

E
V
I
T

S

AC

505 Oakwood Ave
St. Louis, MO 63119

9 Bogey
Washington, MO 63090

$400,000

www.TracyEllis.com
#1 Team at Re/Max in Chesterfield
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$399,000

Tracy
Ellis

636.299.3702

D

L
SO

919 Sheffield Forest Ct
Ballwin, MO 63021

$523,000

D

L
SO

2507 Viola Gill Lane
Wildwood 63040

$450,055

D

L
SO

431 Ridge Meadow Lane
Washington, MO 63090

$395,007

Rick
Ellis

636.699.2197

9/20/16 6:45 PM

2016 Current Activity: Over $55,000,000
Listed, Under Contract or Sold!

D

L
O
S

62 Shellbark
O’Fallon, MO 63368

$348,500

D
OL

S

3492 Foxborough Cir
St Charles, MO 63301

$303,000

D

L
O
S

1405 Gettysburg
St. Charles, MO 63303

$235,000

Mary Kay
Schlimpert
636.751.4435
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D

D

L
SO

L
SO

4495 Lookout Point Dr
Augusta, MO 63332

6 Moorbriar
St Peters, MO 63376

$325,000

D
OL

S

12040 Conway
St Louis, MO 63131

$280,000

D

L
SO

5502 Norgate Ct
Cottleville, MO 63304

$230,O00

Vince
Cafazza

314.369.8554

$325,000

D
OL

S

49 Boschert Creek
St Peters, MO 63376

$274,999

D

L
SO

146 College
St. Charles, MO 63301

$225,000

Allyson
Lewis

314.504.5859

D

L
SO

20 Timber Trace Ct
Wentzville, MO 63385

$303,500

G
N
I
D

N

PE

252 Jacobs Way Dr.
O’Fallon, MO 63376

$259,900

D

L
SO

2322 Ashley Woods Dr
St. Charles, MO 63303

$217,500

Karla
Horrell

618.531.1380
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G
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ND
E
P

L
SO

104 Marigold Meadows
O’Fallon, MO 63366

304 Essex Park Dr
O’Fallon, MO 63366

$210,000

D

L
SO

302 Shadow Trace Dr
Wentzville, MO 63385

$147,000

D

L
O
S

3480 Morganford
St. Louis, MO 63116

$120,000

D

$177,500

D

L
SO

1211 Marigold Ct
Troy, MO 63379

$143,900

D

L
O
S

12168 Nantucket Place
Maryland Heights, MO 63043

$105,000

www.TracyEllis.com
#1 Team at Re/Max in Chesterfield
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D

L
SO

1604 Lincoln Dr
St. Charles, MO 63303

$158,900

D

L
O
S

11989 Autumn Trace Ct

Maryland Heights, MO 63043

$132,000

D

L
O
S

1024 Trojan Dr
Troy, MO 63379

$105,000

Tracy
Ellis

636.299.3702

D

L
SO

2524 Banister
St. Louis, MO 63125

$158,000

D

L
SO

3215 Classic Dr
Florissant, MO 63033

$128,000

D

L
SO

4956 Hurstborough
Hazelwood, MO 63042

$91,999

Rick
Ellis

636.699.2197
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2016 Current Activity: Over $55,000,000
Listed, Under Contract or Sold!

D
OL

E
V
I
T

D
OL

S

AC

S

6716 Sandy Hill
Hazelwood, MO 63042

1469 Twillman Ave
St. Louis, MO 63138

$79,900

LOTS

$74,900

E
V
I
T

AC

12 Radnor (3 Acres)
Huntleigh, MO

8 Acres Eagle Ridge
Winfield, MO 63389

$999,999

$75,000

COMMERCIAL

Heron Hill
Lake Ozark, MO 65049

Wood River Road
Lake Ozark, MO 65049

$12,000,000

More information on page 49

636.751.4435
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AC

AC

AC

Mary Kay
Schlimpert

E
V
I
T

E
V
I
T

E
V
I
T

Vince
Cafazza

314.369.8554

$5,000,000

Allyson
Lewis

314.504.5859

11775 Bieker Rd
Washington, MO 63090

$1,599,000

More information on page 8

Karla
Horrell

618.531.1380
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BUYING &
SELLING

What Are Lenders
Looking at when

Approving Your
Home Loan

B

uying a home may seem like a daunting and scary thing.
It’s funny; the minute you mention you are starting
to look for a house, every family member, friend or
neighbor’s dog has some horror story. However… it
doesn’t have to be that way. One of my biggest priorities
is educating buyers on what to expect throughout the process. It is all
about expectation and education.
Upon my first visit with a client, one of the first things we
discuss is what it takes to get a loan. Getting a loan is based on the
4 C’s; 1) Credit 2) Capacity 3) Cash and 4) Collateral. Let’s discuss
each one in detail.
1. Credit:
This is what I like to call the “first barrier to entry.” Credit is a
statistical prediction of a borrower’s future payment likelihood. If
you are paying your bills on time and are not maxed out on your debt,
your credit score will be higher. If you have late payments, collections, bankruptcy’s, foreclosures or maxed out on your debt, your
credit score will be lower. The higher there credit score, the lower risk
you are to a bank which usually results in better loan terms for you.
Your credit doesn’t have to be perfect to get a home loan. One
point can make a difference in your approvability. If your lender requires a 620 credit score, 619 will not work. However, if there are some
blemishes on your credit, there is no need to worry. We will help you
work through them, quickly, so you are able to get approved.
2. Capacity: (Debt to Income):
Banks want to know that a borrower has the “capacity” to pay
their bills. They look at it from two ways; A) Housing Ratio B) Total
Debt Ratio.
SS Housing Ratio: This ratio is your total house payment (principal
& interest, real estate taxes, homeowner’s insurance and any
mortgage insurance) divided by your monthly income. A good
rule of thumb is you can afford 25-35% of your monthly pay.
SS Total Debt Ratio: This ratio is all your debt (new house payment,
car payments etc.) divided by your monthly income. You want to
keep this ratio at 45% or less, however, there some loan programs
that allow a higher number.
3. Cash: (How much money you have between bank accounts and
retirement accounts):
We, as lenders, looks at two items in this section; A) Down
payment B) Cash reserves.

SS Down Payment: Not all loans require a down payment, however,
the higher the down payment, the stronger the deal looks.
SS Cash Reserves: The more money that is in your bank after closing
usually means there is a smaller chance of you defaulting on the loan.
Also, there are many Grant programs available that can help with
your down payment, which would keep your money in your bank!
4. Collateral: (This is referring to the property you are buying.)
When lenders are looking at the properties you are purchasing,
they want to make sure it is worth the purchase price. Appraisers
will inspect the property and compare it to similar homes in that
area (size, square footage, condition etc.). Also, banks need to
have something to secure the loan. Even though banks do not like
to foreclosure on anyone, if that situation arises, they want to have
something to sell to try to recoup their loan.
Once you know what a lender is looking
at when you apply for a mortgage, it makes it
easier to understand why we ask for certain
documentation. At the end of the day, we
want you to succeed in homeownership. I love
what I do, and I am blessed with the honor of
helping my clients achieve that. The more I
can educate my clients, the more pleasant the
transaction. And finally; if you understand that
lenders do not want any more foreclosures,
then you will understand why we check
and verify the 4 pillars of a loan.

Dennis Tate

Senior Loan Officer

Flat Branch
Branch
HOME
HOME LOANS
LOANS

Flat Branch Home Loans – NMLS # 224149
16150 Main Circle Dr, Suite 220
Chesterfield, MO 63017 | 314.872.0998
NMLS # 238688 - MO License # 105-MLO
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Rene

STRESS-FREE
MOVING
SOLUTIONS

LOCAL | LONG DISTANCE | PACKING SERVICES
In the past, I’ve tried several companies to help my clients move into their
new home. In most cases, unfortunately, we were very disappointed.
That was until I started working with RENEW TRANSFER almost 5
years ago. They’re the BEST!
All of these guys are hard workers, polite, and the only company I’d
trust with my own furniture! You’ll feel very comfortable having them
in your home for your next move.
—Tracy Ellis

We look forward to working with you to make your
transition as smooth as possible.
Contact us at 314.737.5195 or sales@renewtransfer.com

MOVING BEYOND EXPECTATIONSTRACY ELLIS MAGAZINE
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You Have Questions?
We Have Answers!

BEFORE

Prepared by Liz Connolly, MIRM, MCSP, President of INhance IT! Home Staging

Q:

I have dated brass fixtures throughout my home. Do
I need to switch them out when I put my house on
the market?
A: Brass fixtures were the most common type
of lighting and plumbing fixture in the 1980’s and
1990’s. While metallic and brass are back in style,
the current patina and lines of the fixtures is completely different.
Updating is advised, but not necessary before putting your house on
the market.
Q: What should I do about my dated oak cabinets?
A: White is the cabinet of choice in today’s real estate market.
Painting cabinetry is a specialty that is not offered by most traditional
painting companies. The best cabinet painters use a marine-type paint
that involves a several step process. This process will diminish any
significant graining from showing through.
Off white and pale gray are other current alternatives for painted
cabinets. Good cabinet refinishing isn’t inexpensive. However, the
majority of sellers recoup their investment and then some!
Q: There is hardwood underneath my carpet. Should I remove the
carpet and expose the hardwood?
A: Today’s buyers prefer hardwood in the key living areas for both
health-related reasons, such as allergies, and for its aesthetics. Hardwood
definitely adds value to the property. It is in the seller’s best interest to
expose and refinish existing hardwood. If a seller’s existing carpeting
is worn and needs to be replaced, it is recommended that hardwood or
quality laminate serve as the replacement over new carpet.

Q: I have carpet in my bathrooms. Should I replace it with tile or vinyl?
A: You will definitely want to replace any carpet in bathrooms.
Buyers are turned off by carpet in “wet areas”. When choosing vinyl,
be sure to select one that looks like tile. There are also beautiful tiles
that resemble hardwood. These are also a very popular option in both
kitchens and baths. When selecting flooring, keep in mind that it’s very
important to create as few flooring breaks as possible to showcase the
flow of the home.
Q: My countertops are Formica and are in pretty good condition,
but I’ve heard that buyers want granite. Do I need to invest in granite to
get my home sold?
A: In most homes priced over $200,000, a buyer expects to see
a solid surface countertop like granite, Silestone, or marble. However,
quartz is currently on the rise to becoming the countertop of choice. As
with cabinetry, countertops are also going lighter. For resale, steer clear
of concrete, ice stone, or other trendy types of surfaces. There are also
specialized artists who can actually paint existing laminate surface to
look like marble or stone.
Q: I’ve heard that buyers don’t want wallpaper in a new home. My
wallpaper cost $150 a roll and was selected by an interior designer. It’s
okay to leave it up, right?
A: Sorry, but no! In 99% of cases, existing wallpaper needs to be
removed prior to listing your home. One of the few instances where we
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urge the seller to leave the wall paper is in a mid-century home that
features grass cloth wallpaper. In period homes of this nature, buyers
want to see finishes as close to the original as possible.
Q: I have beautiful custom window treatments in my home that
match my furnishings and wall paper. Should I leave them or take
them to my new home?
A: Please take them to your new home! Generally, the staging
professional will instruct the seller to remove most of the draperies
throughout the home. Today’s buyers want a light, bright environment.
If your shutters and/or blinds are in good condition, leave them up,
especially if you will be living in the home while it’s on the market.
Q: We just painted our home the 2015 color of the year, Marsala,
and had custom murals painted in the children’s bedrooms. This will
definitely add value when selling our home, right?
A: Unfortunately, that’s another no! Buyers want bright, neutral
paint and white trim. Deep colors (like Marsala), browns, dark greens,
and other dark colors are not considered inviting and can make the
rooms appear smaller and darker. Sherwin Williams Alabaster is a beautiful shade of white that works with most other finishes. Hiring a staging
professional to make paint color selections is money well spent.
Q: My Grandmother’s antique mirror is in our powder room and
looks gorgeous. Can I take it with me when the house sells?
A: Prior to listing your home, plan to remove any mirrors,
fixtures, or other attached items that you plan to take with you. Some
sellers exclude these items on the listing agreement, but if you love
your items, pack them up prior to listing and replace them with something simple and neutral.
Q: I’m busy! I don’t have time to handle everything that needs to
be done to get my house ready to sell. What resources are available to
help me through the process?
A: A home staging professional can handle the entire process.
Whether you need a painter, plumber, flooring specialist, or help with
packing, storage, or moving INhance IT! will take care of the details.

Preparing your home for market is a 3 step process:
STEP 1 – THE CONSULTATION
The consultation is the lead off point for getting your property
market ready. Many sellers undervalue this step, primarily because
they believe consultations are about décor; it is vital that you understand the consultation is about condition. All the deferred maintenance, cleaning, clearing, repairing, painting, and replacing are dealt
with during the consultation. This step involves a real estate staging
professional visiting the property and performing a “curb through
basement” assessment of all projects that need to be completed prior
to marketing the property. The seller may say they have “no budget,”
“no money,” “no time,” or that the staging process is “not necessary,”
but the consultant is charged with the responsibility of informing
sellers of condition items which will affect sale of property within
the window of value, regardless of their budget. This consultation is
about condition—not about where to move furniture. In our expe-

rience, the “no money” excuse is
“REMEMBER, THE
usually the first line of resistance.
INVESTMENT
The goal is to have sellers understand
they will pay for it anyway when
FOR STAGING
they are forced to drop the price of
YOUR PROPERTY
the property. Remember, the investment for staging your property will
WILL BE LESS
be less than your first price reduction.
THAN YOUR
The consultation can take from
one to two hours. The staging profesFIRST PRICE
sional sits down with the seller and
REDUCTION.”
provides a plan of action for getting
the home market-ready. Tasks will
be prioritized based on the seller’s budget, the price of the home, the
demographic of the buyers who will be looking at the property, and the
seller’s desire to increase equity and rate of return. The staging professional’s goal is to help the seller get this accomplished while spending
the least amount of time and money possible. INhance IT! provides
sellers with a custom “Room Ready Handbook,” which outlines the
entire action plan. This is a comprehensive room by room checklist.
STEP 2 – THE WORK
Now that the seller is armed with an action plan, it’s time to do
the work using our easy-to-follow follow action plan. The key areas
addressed in the consultation are floors, walls, ceilings, windows, and
“stuff” (FWCWS).
FLOORS:
SS Remove carpet to expose hardwood.
SS Replace or clean carpet.
SS Refinish hardwood floors.
SS Steam clean floor tile.
WALLS:
SS Remove all art and photos and repair holes.
SS Remove all wallpaper as recommended.
SS Paint color recommended by the stager.
CEILINGS:
SS Clean and repair any leaks or other issues.
SS Replace or paint light fixtures as directed by the stager.
SS Clean light fixtures and replace bulbs with high wattage.
WINDOWS:
SS Clean inside and outside.
SS Remove screens if out of season or damaged.
SS Paint trim/molding.
SS Ensure handles work and windows actually open.
SS Pack and store all draperies.
STUFF:
SS Pack everything in the room that has a sticker or tag from the stager
SS Replace dated door handles, cabinet knobs and pulls, and
plumbing fixtures as recommended by the stager.
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STEP 3 – SHOWCASING
Once the “work” has been completed, then it’s time for the final
step—showcasing. If the sellers will be living in the home while it is
on the market or leaving their own furnishings, the real estate staging
professional returns to the home to complete the transformation.
The stager decides the function, focal point, flow, and what
feelings the room needs to evoke to appeal to buyers. Staging will
accommodate for awkward furniture arrangements, design plans
that are not cohesive, and poor lighting. Staging will also create a
color strategy/color scheme and focal points for the room. Effective
showcasing involves applying a variety of techniques to bring together
a perfectly presented room or property, which shows off the ease of
living and is designed to stand out in the buyer’s minds.
Showcasing includes flooring (area rugs), furniture, lighting,
color and texture, greenery, artwork/mirrors, and accessories. Dark
furnishings add visual weight as do dark doors and trim. The stager
creates balance, proportion, scale, and rhythm in each room. The
showcasing is designed to connect the viewer emotionally, and adding
the correct touches helps the buyer feel comfortable and fall in love
with the idea of living in the home. At this point, the stager will move
furniture into the proper positions within the room and/or even move
furniture to another room, where it will be more functional. The stager
will reposition the accessory items that were not packed away during
the work phase and re-hang art.
Key areas where sellers may need to invest in items for use in
showcasing are the master bedroom and bath. Buyers are seeking a spalike environment and are attracted to white hotel-collection type bedding,
sheets, and towels. White soaps, shower curtains, white orchids, and bath
products work beautifully when showcasing a bathroom.
Updated throw pillows and artwork may also be required to
complete the showcasing. At times, rental furnishings may need to be
brought into the home to finish off the design plan. The stager’s job is
to guide the seller throughout the process, making recommendations
that make the most sense toward achieving the goal of getting the home
sold fast and for top dollar.
A trained real estate staging professional can be an agent and a
seller’s best friend throughout the entire process. In today’s real estate
market, it takes a great agent, great staging, and fabulous photography
to let your listing stand out from the crowd! Don’t go it alone. Work
with a professional stager like INhance IT!
Our goal is to make the staging process as streamlined and stress free
as possible. If you have any other questions relating to the staging
process please feel free to contact our office at 314-486-5354.

www.inhanceitstaging.com | info@inhanceitstaging.com
314-486-5354
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Proudly Present
by

❖❖ Base prices starting
at $599,900.

❖❖ Secluded Wildwood
location.

❖❖ Wooded home sites
ranging from 3+ to
12+ acres.

❖❖ Private enclave
with 7 home sites.

FandFHomes.com | 314.283.6510
TracyEllis.com | Tracy@TracyEllis.com | C: 636.299.3702 | O: 636.720.3833
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A Castle in the

		 Bluffs of St. Albans

1126 Wings Road
Listed at $1,999,999

This St. Albans Construction
custom built home is like no
other. Located in the Bluffs
of St. Albans with gorgeous
views and over 6+ acres.
This 1.5 story home offers
over 8,000 finished sq/ft and
a backyard oasis like no other
with infinity pool, fire torches
and built in Jacuzzi.
There are too many amenities
to list, but a few are the new
slate roof, wine cellar, several
gorgeous stone turrets and a
lovely KOI pond.
A MUST SEE!
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Call or email Tracy Ellis for more info:
636.299.3702 | Tracy@TracyEllis.com | www.TracyEllis.com
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Health & Wellness
with Dr. Eric Nepute

“Y

ou can have health, and you can have it more abundantly. The problem is that most of you don’t even
really know what health is.”
These are the words of health and wellness expert
Dr. Eric Nepute to a room packed with hundreds of
people looking for answers at the brand new LifeXist office in Creve
Coeur, MO. ‘Can I have more energy? Can I feel better and look better? Can I get off my medications? Can I live a life of health?’ You’ve
probably listened to Dr. Nepute on the radio, seen him on TV, or heard
about the way he has been changing the lives of countless people
across the US for the last decade. And now, Dr. Nepute is making an
even greater impact on our nation’s health with the all-new LifeXist.
“We created LifeXist out of frustration. Because there is a necessity
for the answers that we can give to people.” Dr. Nepute explained, “This is
true health, getting people to look younger, feel younger, have more energy, but it is also about finding the cause of health problems and treating it.”
Dr. Nepute teaches people that there is a difference between feeling
healthy and functioning with health. The American Medical Association
acknowledges that stress - a problem of the brain - is the number one
killer of men and women in the world. Dr. Eric Nepute asks the question
“When was the last time a medical doctor examined your brain? Why
don’t they do it? The answer is that they don’t know how. We do.”
Best known for founding the highly successful Nepute Wellness Center of St. Louis, MO, Dr. Eric Nepute is passionate about helping people
change their lives by finding true health and uncovering the cause of their
health issues. Now, Dr. Nepute has introduced a new way to help those in
need of health solutions as a Co-Founder of LifeXist, a center for health
and well-being that solves health problems through cutting-edge care.
At LifeXist, patients discover the underlying cause of their health
symptoms and work with health professionals to develop a plan for

care. Every patient is treated as an individual, with a carefully balanced
approach to finding their health. LifeXist utilizes advanced hormone
therapies, vitamin infusion, and modern neurofeedback technologies
that are already helping thousands of people across the US achieve a
level of health that breaks all conventional medical expectations.
Dr. Nepute’s passion for helping people achieve true health has
led to a revolution in healthcare, and now through his association with
LifeXist, Dr. Eric Nepute hopes that the message of whole-body wellness will transform the lives of many more Americans.
“What do we do at LifeXist? We help people find their health.
That’s what we do at LifeXist. We see men and women of all backgrounds, and we help them find the imbalance in their health that is
causing their problems. And then we solve those problems.”
If you want to discover your true health potential, feel and look
younger, have more energy, function better, and transform your life, you
can join Dr. Eric Nepute at his next LifeXist seminar. Learn directly
from Dr. Eric Nepute how a radical transformation to your health
could change the quality and length of your life. To learn more, go to
HormonesSTL.com.
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Nettie White Interiors
& The Porch

A

t a small corner on Manchester Road in Wildwood, Missouri, there’s a little design shop called The Porch. The
rustic building that houses this design haven is just over
100 years old. The wooden colonial has also been a home
and post office, and it’s aged beautifully. The two signs
out on the front are beautifully detailed, yet simple and rustic in design.
Nettie White is the owner of both The Porch and Nettie White
Interiors. The Porch showcases the furniture, décor, and even clothing
that Nettie and her team of designers pick out for all of us to enjoy.
Nettie White Interiors is a prime choice for those who are looking
into custom wood ceiling
“N ETTIE BEST
beams, widening and aging
effects on floors, kitchen
DESCRIBES HER WORK
remodels, fireplace manAS ‘A LIFESTYLE,’ AND
tles, and bookcases. Combining these two unique
SHE WANTS EVERYONE
places together makes for
TO ENJOY THE HOMEY
a renewed touch on rustic
and countryside design.
AND UNIQUE FEEL
Nettie best describes
THAT IT OFFERS.”
her work as “a lifestyle,”

and she wants everyone to enjoy the homey and unique feel that it offers.
Upon asking her how she gets her inspiration and ideas when she
goes to client’s home, she replied, “It starts the moment I drive through
the neighborhood—really getting a feel of what life is like there and
adding a design that is timeless and fitting.”
She enjoys the feeling of nostalgia that one gets when they see
their past reflected in their everyday life. After all, home is where we
eat, work, entertain, sleep, and make some of our best memories. What
makes the designs so unique is the focus of life and living.
I want to start with the custom kitchen remodels Nettie White
Interiors is known for. I can say with much confidence that these kitchens have some of the most amazing detail and character I have seen.
Some cabinets can have wood attached to the front to look like the
design was a raised carving, and some can have unique borders and are
topped-off with iron handles and knobs. The kitchens have exquisite
crown molding that goes around the upper edge. Lack of detail is not
a concern when working with Nettie and her team. When it comes
to kitchens, all of the detail comes together to create a magnificent
orchestra of unique age-kissed style.
Nettie White Interiors also offers custom wood beams. First of all,
they offer such a great variety and choices. Each client can request more
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than just wood size or color—they can even choose the amount of wear
on the beams (very distressed to smooth). Another interesting characteristic is that the beams can be hollowed out on the inside in order to
provide a cost-effective option for each client. Not only is this good for
your wallet, but the beams also weigh less, making less concern for the
beams effect on the ceiling. Adding wood ceiling beams is such a great
way to add character in a home and create a personalized touch.
A lot of clients also have thick, detailed bookcases and mantels
made. Bookcases can be refinished, and as Nettie says “beefed up”
to be made more impressive. They add molding to the bookcases and
can give them a variety of looks like rustic, traditional, or French. The
mantels are thick and heavily adorned in engravings with supporting
posts underneath. When I walked into The Porch, one of the first things I
noticed was the impressive yet comfortable fireplace setup they had. My
attention was directed immediately to the mantel.
As I walked through the showrooms, I saw all of the different
doors. Some of them are just basic doors turned into works of art. After
adding finishes like espresso and pecan, they add a smooth metallic glaze
to give it a nice shine. Before even entering a room, you’ll have already
been impressed with the doors! And if you aren’t big on regular doors,
then why not give barn doors a try? Barn doors are yet another service

that Nettie offers—one she is quite well-known for. They are easy to
install and slide smoothly, too, but what I love most about these doors
is how the client can chose between authentic barn wood or wood that
has imitation wearing. There are tons styles, finishes, and sizes to choose
from, and it’s almost overwhelming. To top it off, wrought iron handles
and hinges (for decoration) are a must!
After the doors are done, you can move on to the walls. Numerous paneling, finishes, and paints are offered. All of the paints and glazes are custom
made by Nettie, so it can be assured that a client is getting a truly unique design. She would tell me more about it, but she doesn’t want to give away her
secrets; a magician never reveals the secret to their magic! Trust me when I
say that she can give your home the halls of a French-countryside estate!
Magic must be a common trait in her work because she can even
make wood floors wider. Do you have 2 ¼ thick wood floors? Well, if you
want your floors to have that current colonial look, then they can highlight
the lines in the floor to visually expand the size of each board. There are
two options: one, rip out the floor and start all over, or two, shine and restore the flooring to what the client desires. Again, custom colors and sealers are used to provide that focus of uniqueness and sense of specialness.
When asked about her preference of engineered to hardwood, she said that
she likes engineered more. Engineered floors are a lot easier to repair or re-

“WHEN I WALKED
INTO THE PORCH,
ONE OF THE FIRST
THINGS I NOTICED
WAS THE IMPRESSIVE
YET COMFORTABLE
FIREPLACE SETUP THEY
HAD. MY ATTENTION
WAS DIRECTED
IMMEDIATELY TO
THE MANTEL.”
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place, so for families that are
harder on flooring, engineered
is a better option. Also, with
engineered floors, there is
more variety, variation, and
visual interest. From a design
and practicality standpoint, engineered is the better option.
The furniture at The Porch is very traditional and impressive. Neutral
tones and woods are the main focus for decor around the place, with
accents of green plants for added beauty. The simple yet detailed design
allows for comfort and functionality with a “rustic sophistication,” as
I would call it. I absolutely love the chairs and blankets that are spread
throughout the store. A lot of the furniture pieces have raised relief designs
and range from simplistic to very detailed. If you have furniture that you
would like to be redone or improved, then Nettie can take care of that for
you as well! Layered hand painting is another thing that can be added to
furniture to make it look more current. Either way, the redone furniture and
showroom pieces are one-of-a-kind and sure to impress!
In addition to all of the services and furniture that Nettie White Interiors and The Porch offer, they also have tons of cool decorative pieces
to place around your furniture/piece of art. There are all types of candles,
mini plants, vases, and picture frames to accompany the design and pull
everything together. All of the items are also picked by Nettie and her
designers. There is even a small section where they have women’s clothing, purses, and hats for sale.
The designers and tenants at The Porch offer a unique variety of
products and services. Nettie wanted to make sure that they got special

recognition for all of the hard and amazing work that they do. Here are
some short biographies on the team that helps make it all happen.
Felicia Cox and Dee Hencken
Dee Hencken and Felicia Cox, formerly known as Ooh LaLa Home
Furnishings, have been designing beautiful rooms together throughout
the homes of St. Louis for over 25 years. Their talent for buying and
merchandising will now be seen at The Porch in Wildwood.
Dee and Felicia continue to offer their unique in-home service.
Within days of the initial consultation the design team will return to recreate the space. Decorative items will be selected to enhance the client’s
personal vision while incorporating the client’s personal inventory into
the space. In recent years, Christmas decorating has been added to their
list of specialties.
Express Blinds & Draperies has been a part of their business since
1987, specializing in Hunter Douglas quality products and custom
draperies. Please call for an in-home consultation. They look forward to
seeing old friends and making new ones at The Porch in Wildwood.
Jennifer Prozorowski – Christopher Kane
When I joined The Porch family two years ago, I was able to realize my dream of owning my own business. Christopher Kane Interiors
(Christopher and Kane are my twin boys middle names) allows me to
combine two of my favorite things—shopping and design! I tell people
all the time if you love something—buy it. You’ll find a place for it.
Whether it’s a complete room redo or that one final accessory, I love
helping turn a house into a home.
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Robin Parkin - Romaci Collections
I have been an accessories buyer for over five years now. My first
passion is jewelry, no catalog sales, just pieces hand-picked by me. It
amazes me how many people in the St Louis area are wearing a piece that
has been bought through me. I have added clothing and purses and small
accessories in the past couple years. I tend to like the clothing from the
coasts. I do not see it often here in town, and I really like the vibe. I try
to find the best pieces—at really good price points— and I believe that is
why the merchandise moves quickly. My friends are my best critics, and I
know that when I am called for sneak peeks, I have done my job!
Ellie Redders Interiors
A certified interior designer, Ellie loves sharing her eye for design
with clients and helping them transform their houses into dream homes.
She strives to create rooms that are comfortable and welcoming with a
cohesive feel and function that’s best for the family.
Clients feel comfortable working with Ellie because she takes
the time to get to know them and their style and includes them in the
creative process every step of the way. She says it’s not her job to change
their style but to make their home the best space it can be. This requires
an open mind, good communication, and trust.
As for her own style, Ellie tends to gravitate toward a classic
style with unique, eclectic touches. She has a good eye for combining
different materials, textures and patterns, and an impressive ability to
seamlessly incorporate interesting accent pieces into her design. First
and foremost, she wants her home to be comfortable and serene.

Melody Murray – Take Me Back Skincare
Melody is a Master Esthetician and Image and Appearance Consultant,
with over 30 years in the beauty industry. As a woman’s advocate, she is passionate about women realizing their worth. Melody owned and operated the
first day spa in Sarasota, FL, which operated for 20 years until she moved to
Missouri. After recognizing a void in skincare offerings in the St. Louis area,
she felt called to offer her extremely popular, unique, and effective anti-aging approach to all the ladies in St. Lou! The Porch in Wildwood is the
perfect space for Take Me Back Skincare’s techniques and treatments, which
bridges the gap between your esthetician and your physician.
She is currently writing a book, titled “The 10 things you need to
know before considering Cosmetic Surgery,” as well as creating an online postgraduate course for estheticians. Melody lives in Wildwood with
husband Tim and her precious Aussie, Vina.
Give The Porch a visit and see all of the amazing work that Nettie
and these designers do. She truly enjoys what she does and does an
exceptional job! I used the best of my words and pictures to show you,
but to see how impressive their work truly is, you just have to see it in
person. One thing is for sure: you will not be disappointed!

The Porch by Nettie White
16957 Manchester Road | Wildwood, MO 63040
636-273-3745 | www.nettiewhiteinteriors.com
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Soaring to
New Heights

L

aunched in spring of 2016, Square 1 Media
Productions (Square 1) is a full-service media
production company operating out of Chesterfield,
Missouri. Despite the short time they’ve been in
business, their unique work has already earned
Square 1 Media Productions a reputation in the St. Louis area as
cutting-edge entrepreneurs with innovative multi-media marketing
techniques and exceptional customer service.
Brandon Monzyk, the owner of Square 1, also happens to be the
operator of one of the company’s coolest pieces of technology—a
drone. Brandon’s piloting skills were a catalyst for his now booming
business, which he runs with co-owner, Noelle Monzyk, providing the
most up-to-date in everything media. From old-school photography to
new-school aerial shots and time-lapse videos, Square 1 can do it all,
but their talents don’t stop there.

“IMAGINE. CAPTURE. CREATE.”
That’s the Square 1 slogan, and they take great pride in sticking to
it. Going one step beyond impeccable concept execution, Square 1 also
specializes in creating media pieces meant to help market businesses.
The company’s photography and cinematic videos tell well-rounded
stories that keep viewers interested, which is just one reason why the
real estate industry is such a huge source of clientele for Square 1.
If you’re in the real estate business, you know a good agent will go
above and beyond to market their properties, and the same goes for their
brand. For many of us, it’s easy to become overworked with marketing
efforts and lose sight of why we became agents in the first place--to help
people buy and sell homes.
Sure, agents can learn how to take photos and pilot a drone, and
(with the proper insurance and certification) they’d be able to take

1333 Wildhorse Meadows
Chesterfield, MO 63005
Listed at $999,999

photos and videos of each property, finish all of the editing on their
own, and publish the work online--but there are only 24 hours in a day.
Marketing can be a full-time job all on it’s own. Why not put this side of
your business in the hands of someone you can trust?
Square 1 is focused on creating on-going relationships with their
clients. By utilizing their expertise in photography, video production,
3D home tours, and marketing, you’ll be well taken care of. For this
company, it’s all about finding the best ways to market their client’s
properties. Need room measurements? Square 1 has you covered.
Need help figuring out how to navigate social media? They’ll gladly
do that too.
By building custom packages, Brandon hopes Square 1 will
become the go-to agency for photography and videography as well
as marketing consulting services. In the future, Brandon hopes to
franchize Square 1 Media Productions across the country, but for right
now, he’s focused on learning the St. Louis market and staying up-todate on all of the latest technologies.
Owner Brandon Monzyk is constantly on the lookout for what’
new and improved in media technology. It’s not all about getting a
paycheck for Square 1. To grow as a company, they’re focused on
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1126 Wings Rd

investing in the business. Cutting edge equipment and
innovative techniques help Square 1 provide their clients
with the best possible product. If there’s a new drone,
camera, or piece of equipment available, you can bet
they’ll be on board.
If you’re ready to take your photography,
videography, or marketing to the next level, reach out
to Brandon Monzyk at Square 1 Media Productions
by phone at (314) 526-0996 or send an email to info@
s1mediaproductions.com. For a comprehensive gallery
and more information about their technology, features,
and pricing, visit www.s1mediaproductions.com.

3001 Matteson Blvd
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Beautiful

	Park-like setting on over an acre
With stunning in-ground pool!

$999,999
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1302 Wildhorse Meadows
W
ho doesn’t love all the convenience and shopping in
Chesterfield Valley? This stunning home is located
in a prime location off Wildhorse Creek Road; listed
at $1.3 million, 1302 Wildhorse Meadows is the
perfect home if you want plenty of space to entertain.
A terrific 1.5 story floor plan with over 5,000 square feet and upgraded
features that are surely to intrigue. We all need an indoor pool, large acre
lot, movie theatre, and heated garage, right? This home has it all!
The grandeur of this property makes a bold statement from the
street with gorgeous stone and brick exterior, balcony and two entrances.
This custom built home shows just as incredible at night with all of the
landscaping lighting to make sure this home is on display. A towering
roof with peaks make an impressive statement while smaller details
won’t go unnoticed, such as the whole plethora of flowers, bushes, and
trees that give this property a unique “walkway show” for guests.
As you walk up the brick staircase and enter the foyer you’re
greeted with a grand open staircase. As your eyes moves upward you’ll
notice the chandelier and all of the natural light that flows into the
home. The study is truly the perfect setting with wood being showcased floor to ceiling, detailed moldings and a relaxing fireplace. Tall
ceilings and a bay of windows make the turret an impressive work
space. The large formal dining room has thick crown molding and
beautiful bay window and plenty of seating for holiday gatherings. A
swing door allows for easy access from the dining room to the butler’s
pantry, the perfect place to store all your fine china. There is no lack
of custom cabinetry with sparkling granite counters and upgraded
appliances. This kitchen is a chef’s delight with built in gas cooktop,
separate adult height snack bar and with the tall ceilings and gorgeous
views of your private indoor pool - what more could you ask for while
making dinner! I know … a hearth room right off the kitchen with a
fireplace flanked by built in bookcases.

The great room is truly a delight with floor to ceiling windows and
an open spindled staircase above. Enjoy a cozy fire on those chilly nights
or make your guest a drink at the wet bar right off your great room. The
main level master suite is conveniently located off the great room with
a custom tray ceiling, his/her walk in closets and corner soaking tub in
your luxurious master bath.
One of my favorite features about this home is there are not only two
staircases that lead upstairs, but the lower level features a side walk-out, you
have NO stairs to walk right out to your level back yard. How great is that!
Who doesn’t get tired of going down an entire flight of stairs just to go into
your yard? Upstairs you’ll find huge bedrooms with walk in closets, one bedroom with its own private bath and the other two bedrooms share a Jack and
Jill bath. Plenty of open space in the loft, perfect space for the kids to entertain.
The upstairs and main-level are pretty impressive, but the lower
level is an entertainer’s delight. This custom bar looks better than what
you’d find in a lot of finer establishments. Gorgeous cabinetry and granite
counters that wrap around the bar that even has it’s own soda gun. The best
part is the lower level is open and flowing, from the bar you have views
of the family room with fireplace, huge game room, and not one, but two,
huge home gym/meditation areas. I haven’t even started on the huge media
room with stadium seating, which is perfect for family movie night.
In the backyard you’ll find a large fruit/vegetable garden area with
planting boxes and stepping stones. A plant garden with a small walkway
winds around trees, bushes, and flowers in the back corner of the yard.
The most amazing thing is the indoor pool for year round fun! This is a
lovely enclosed sunroom with heated floors, huge area for entertaining
by a fire while your guest are relaxing in the pool, again year round! The
warmth also extends to the three car garage which is also heated with
epoxy stone floors and crown molding. There is detail in this home everywhere you look, you have to visit 1302 Wildhorse Meadows if you’re
looking for the all around perfect home.
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11 Easy Updates to
		 Enhance Your Home

M

ost of us don’t have time to finish the laundry, let
alone take on a fixer-upper. If you’ve been feeling
uninspired by your current home décor, you don’t
have to take on a full-scale home renovation to
bring life back into a tired space. With any one
of these simple updates, you’ll be able to make a
noticeable difference in your home in no time.
Refresh your wall paint
When you’ve grown tired of your living space, sometimes all
it takes is a new paint-job to help you fall in love with your home
again. Check out your local home improvement or paint store to find
your perfect colors. Many paint brands have made it easy to find
color-schemes that complement each other perfectly, making it easy to
plan accent walls and different pops of color without much fuss.
For more paint ideas, go through a few display homes. New
developments work with designers to create current, trendy styles. It’s
a great way to see what colors are popular. Plus, you’ll probably get a
few decorating and furniture ideas as a bonus!
Don’t have the time to do all of the work yourself? Hiring a
professional painter is simple and not as expensive as you might
think. For a more personal touch, contact Alvin Meyers. He’s a
local painter who has done work for professional sports players as
well as restoring Victorian homes, and much more. With his special
techniques and designs, you’re sure to get the fresh look you’ve been
looking for.

New lighting
Light fixtures can play a huge part in updating any room in your
home. Whether your overall look is rustic, modern, traditional, or
formal—you name it, there’s a light fixture out there that can really
pull a style together.
Look for nature-inspired fixtures with organic shapes and
colors to soften up sleek, modern spaces. Try an industrial-style
fixture with alternative metals to add another level to a rustic space.
There are countless options to choose from, which means there’s no
excuse to settle.
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Update faucets and sinks
Just like lighting, faucets are an easy fix. All it takes is a quick install
to give your bathrooms and kitchen an entirely new feel. If you don’t plan
on doing a full-scale renovation, you’ll have to stick with styles that fit the
space as it is, which could limit your options a bit. On the plus side, updating old faucets to something more up-to-date might be all you need!

Paint your kitchen cabinets
Cabinets are a stand out feature in the kitchen, and with just a little
paint, you can change the entire atmosphere. Brighten up the space with
crisp, white cabinets, or go for a more modern feel with grey. Whatever
your style, there’s a color out there to match.
For a more distinct look, check out Nettie White with Nettie White
Interiors. With just one look at her spectacular finishes, you’ll be ready
for Nettie to work her magic.
Outdoor updates
A deck or patio area with ample seating and a fun, lively vibe can
really set the tone for those warm summer nights and bonfires in the fall.
Update your seat cushions with fun patterns and throw pillows, or try
adding some shade with a canopy or pergola. Don’t be afraid to peruse
your local home improvement store to find some really fun ideas from
built-in fire pits to outdoor lighting.

Coupling your new faucets with an entirely new sink is also a great
option. Apron sinks are popular for a rustic/country look, but have you
ever heard of a bamboo apron sink? It’s super unique and can fit into a
number of kitchen designs. It just goes to show that with a little research,
you can find that one small update you’ll be really happy with.
Liven-up your entertainment space
Set up a comfy couch in front of a large television, and you’ve
pretty much got all you need to have a functioning entertainment
room, but what’s the fun in that? By adding a little flair, you’ll be able
to make this your favorite room in the house. Add shelving and storage
to display your books, movies, and family photos. Install a retro light
fixture for an ultra-cool vibe, or turn it into an in-home theater with
blackout curtains, soundproof doors, and a projector screen.
If you enjoy watching sports and throwing parties for big games,
that’s another time the projector will come in really handy. It’s such a
cool way to make yours the go-to house for everything sports. Look
into artist Steven Walden for some truly unique pieces, portraying
everything from sports players to superheroes, and add some color and
pizazz to your media space.

Make your doors pop
Whether you’re looking to update your existing door or replace it
entirely, changing up your front door can be a great way to give your
house a facelift. Use paint to add a pop of color with a deep red or blue,
or try something a bit more playful. Whatever you choose, be sure the
color compliments your existing features and creates that fresh look
you’re searching for.
Looking to take it a step further? Update your garage door!
Believe it or not, garage doors can make a huge difference on your
home’s curb appeal. From metal to barn-style doors, the options are
endless. For all of your garage door needs, be sure to contvact Anco
Overhead Door. They can help with anything from simple maintenance
to upgrades. With fast, reliable service—they’re Rick & Tracy Ellis
Team approved!
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Donate dated décor
It’s so easy to hang onto things for sentimental value or for the
possibility of using it in the future, but outdated decor can throw off
any design. Take a moment to really think about your style. With every
decoration, mirror, piece of wall art, etc., really think about whether or
not it truly compliments the style of the room it’s in. If there’s no other
place for it, then it’s time to donate.
By donating the old, you can make room for the new. Sometimes
a new vase for your mantel or new wall hangings can make a huge
difference in a space, especially when they’re not competing with
older décor.
Say goodbye to generic window treatments
It’s beyond time to get rid of your simple, one to two inch blinds.
There are so many window treatment options to choose from, making it
easy to find what best fits your home and your style. If you really want
to stand out, wood or vinyl plantation shutters are a trendy option that
are sure to add a lot of personality to any space.
Looking for a great place to buy? Check out The Blind Broker.
It’s a great place to go for plenty of styles and great customer service.
Plus, they can create some really cool personalized shades for the
kids’ rooms!

Make one simple furniture change
Buying new furniture for a room
can be time consuming, but who says
it has to be all or nothing? By simply
removing a piece of furniture from a
room, you can open up a number of new
furniture arrangements you may not
have thought of before. If you’ve created a hole in your layout, adding a small
table or decorative chair will give you
just enough change without spending
countless hours hopping from store to
store trying to find the best look.
Add extra comfort to your master bedroom
Some homeowners view the master bedroom as nothing more than
a place to rest your head, but have you ever thought it could be the one
place in your house you might find a bit of peace during the daylight
hours? Create a cozy corner in your master with a lamp, bookshelf,
table, and chair. It’ll add something new and special to the space that
you’ll actually use! For an even more dramatic change, think about
adding in a platform and elegant lighting to really separate the space
and make it all your own.

Impressive

home in private area of
St. Charles County sits
on over five manicured acres.

• Custom Design
• 8,700 Square Feet
• Gourmet Kitchen
• 5 Fireplaces
• Salt water pool

$1,400,000
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Historic Hideaway
A
long a row of large oak trees that border Lindell Boulevard
are some of the most grand 19th century homes in the
U.S.. The most prominent neighborhoods—Portland Place
and Westmoreland Place—were once homes of elite St.
Louis and American business owners and entrepreneurs.
The first home to come up in the neighborhood was built in 1891
shortly after the developers purchased the land in 1887. As the gates
were added, the initially 89 houses within these streets became one of
the first private residential streets in America.

Although in the eyes of many, these homes may seem to be outdated—but a sense of understanding is important in appreciating the true
value of them. For most of these homes, the bricks were laid hand by hand
and every little detail was carved by a professional. Often times, stone and
marble were imported from different countries and the process to get them
here was quite rigorous. Some home builders would even spend multiple
years before they fully completed the project to the owner’s standards.
Today we see a lot of home’s exteriors are built with the same cheap
materials as some commercial buildings and can be finished in less than a
year - if not a few months. The term “McMansion” is used to describe these
kinds of houses. That isn’t to say there aren’t beautiful modern-made mansions ... but most dwarf in comparison of craftsmanship to older ones. When
you truly realize how much time, money, and effort went into building 89 of
these homes, then you truly appreciate the uniqueness each one offers.
Surprisingly, these homes are less expensive than most people
might think. This is most likely due to their age, decrease in popularity,
and the ever-so-increasing expansion westward. Typically homes in Portland and Westmoreland Places range anywhere from 800k all the way up
to 2.5m. Keep in mind most homes in the neighborhood are at minimum,
5,000 square feet and some reach up to almost 20,000 square feet. That’s
more than one-third (⅓) the size of the White House.

These two subdivisions were placed on the National Register of
Historic Places by the U.S. Department of the Interior in 1974. Only 77
of the original houses remain; some were knocked down and replaced
with new styles like Georgian and even Mid-Century Modern homes.
Many of these estates still command grandeur with fancy details such
as hand carved stone pillars, balconies, and other exterior adornments
around windows, doors, and such.

Nowadays some homeowners have taken up the task of renovating
their piece of history by restoring the architecture and design - sometimes
even with a gentle modern touch. Materials are, again, imported and used
to mirror the original features and parts of the home that may have been
removed or damaged. The streets are well protected by security and well
maintained with beautiful landscaping, flowers, and old street lamps. In a
way, it is something out of a fairytale; old homes that whisper the gentle
touch of history they have and the class of an era that is today - unrivaled.
Contact a member of The Rick and Tracy Ellis Team to have your
home featured in this magazine with its unique story. Also, Rick & Tracy
would love to give you a tour of one of these amazing homes if you’re
looking to purchase a true piece of historic treasure.
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Denys
Schaefer

of FM NewsTalk 97.1

F

or better or worse, life has a tendency to
take unexpected turns. For Denys Schaefer, that twist in the road lead her to find
her life’s passion: radio.
If you’re an avid listener of FM
NewsTalk 97.1, Denys needs no introduction. She’s been
the News Director for Allman in the Morning, a conservative radio show
based in St. Louis, Missouri, for the last 13 years. With her up-to-date
news stories and spirited, on-air relationship with show host Jamie
Allman, she’s an essential part of what makes the show tick. She’s got a
natural knack for radio, which is why it’s so surprising that radio wasn’t
her first career choice. In fact, it wasn’t even on her radar.
Before working for Allman in the Morning, Denys made her living
working for Boeing in their on-site fitness center. That’s right—their
fitness center.
Her educational background at the time had nothing to do with
media, performance—or anything that might remotely resemble a person
who was destined to devote her life to talk radio. Denys was focused
on helping others stay active and healthy, until a pull toward bigger and
better things made her take a risk on learning an entirely new craft.
Young and incredibly driven, Denys enrolled at the Broadcast
Center in St. Louis after seeing the opportunity on the news. She was
immediately drawn to the idea and was eager to get her foot in the door.

During her time at Broadcast Center, she made her official start in
radio as an intern with FM NewsTalk 97.1, and she’s been there ever since.
“A three-month internship turned into a full-time job. I got lucky,”
said Denys.
Luck wasn’t the only factor. When she started at FM NewsTalk,
Denys had a few incredible role models – Charles Jaco, Dana Daniels,
The Smash, and Jamie Allman – who helped her learn the ins and outs
of the industry. It was with their guidance that she was able to transition
from providing traffic and news for multiple stations to eventually work
alongside Jamie Allman of Allman in the Morning.
Rick & Tracy Ellis can attest to the hard work, dedication, and
energy it takes to put two pre-recorded editions of the The Rick and
Tracy Ellis Show together for FM NEWS TALK 97.1 every week. It’s
hard to imagine how the Allman in the Morning crew manages to complete a live show every weekday morning without a hitch.
For her, it’s all about preparation. Despite the fact Allman in the
Morning is a live show with very little room for error, there are no
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professional writers, no set scripts, and no formal rehearsal
times. Denys does her own research and writes her stories
exactly how she speaks. That way, when the time comes to go
on-air, the news flows as naturally as possible.
Mistakes are bound to happen on a live show, and no matter what happens, Denys’ main focus is to provide the show’s
loyal listeners with fresh news that’s fair, balanced,
and accurate.
“I love our station because we talk to everyone. We’re not
there to have a one-sided conversation.”
Denys has seen change after change over her past 13 years
with the station. For instance, FM NewsTalk 97.1 has grown
much more conservative since her first years with 97.1. Even
so, it was an easy fit for her from the start.
Denys’ alarm goes off at 3:15 every morning (and a second
alarm at 3:30), and she’s out the door before 4 am. By 5 am,
she’s ready to go live. She spends hours preparing for the show
and has to manage some seriously early mornings, plus she’s
raising two young daughters with her husband. Still, Denys has
no plans to slow down any time soon.
“In three to five years, I hope I’ll still be doing the same
thing. I’ve found my home [at 97.1].”
Tune into Allman in the Morning every weekday from 5
to 9 am on FM NewsTalk 97.1. For more information about
the show, visit www.971talk.com, and be sure to follow Denys
on Twitter @denysSchaefer.

Denys’s husband, Doug Schaefer, just so happens to
have quite a talent for home renovations. The couple
has bought, fixed-up, and sold two other homes before
settling in their current home, where they’ve lived for the
past eight years. Doug has taken on other remodeling
projects in their home and saved the kitchen for last.
Taking on everything but the drywall, Doug completed
an amazing transformation that showcases his great
sense of design and vision for a space.
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Questions &
Answers With

Sandy
Miller
S

andy Miller is the primary anchor for Fox 2 News
at 6 and 10 p.m. She joined Fox 2 in October, 2002.
Before joining the FOX team, Sandy co-anchored
the 9 p.m. news at KPLR-TV for several years. In
addition to news media, Sandy has spent over 15 years
in corporate television working for Anheuser-Busch, Edward Jones
and Lutheran Church Missouri Synod.
Sandy grew up at the Lake of the Ozarks and graduated from
Missouri State University with a degree in Electronic Media. She
worked as an intern at KOLR-TV while in Springfield before moving
to St. Louis.
Sandy is a former Miss Missouri and placed 3rd runner-up in the
national Miss USA Pageant.
She loves volunteering for many community organizations
including the Heartland Humane Society, Making Strides for Breast
Cancer, Cystic Fibrosis Foundation and many more.

Do you think growing up at The Lake of The Ozarks is one of the
reasons you love the outdoors so much?
Absolutely! We spent practically every daylight hour outdoors! I
spent most of my time growing up riding horses, swimming in the
lake and riding my bike. It was the best! We didn’t have a lot of
money so our vacations consisted of floating (my favorite now is
the Meramec,Courtois and Huzzah. Growing up I loved the Current,
Niangua and Jacks Fork)
How did you get started in beauty pageants?
That’s a funny story after answering the first question. I was always
outdoors, shooting and fishing with my dad. My mom thought beauty
pageants would help make a “girl” out of me and put and end to the
Tomboy nonsense. I ended up winning Miss Missouri United Teenager
and got to travel to L.A., DC, NY, Hawaii and even the Bahamas. For
a country girl who had never been out of the Ozarks, it was an amazing
experience and I fell in love with traveling. My mom entered me in the
Miss Missouri USA Pageant a few years later.
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What made you decide to go into Journalism? Was it
hard to get started?
Journalism seemed like a natural for me since
loved speech and theatre in school and participated in
all the school plays. I loved to write stories and felt
comfortable speaking in public (plus, I stink at math!).
I remember when I was in the Miss USA Pageant, Bob
Barker asked me to «take us to a commercial break» as
part of my on stage interview. I think that’s the most
nervous I’ve ever been in my life!
How are you able to stay so professional and not
show emotion during the difficult stories?
It’s so hard! I wear my heart on my sleeve and
to tell the truth I probably don’t do a good job of not
showing emotion. I remember the Oklahoma City
bombing and we were showing a story of a woman who
lost her two little boys in the explosion. My boys were
the same age and I barely got through the story. It’s the
negative stories that involve children and animals that
really get to me! It’s sad that people can be so cruel.

We are excited to announce

Sandy
Miller

will now be joining us
on our Saturday radio show
on FM NEWS TALK 97.1 with
“Sandy’s Spotlight”!

What is your favorite Holiday?
Christmas!! My nickname is Sandy Claus!! (I even
have a robe with that embroidered on it). Christmas is
a time when people are kinder, gentler and more giving
and I just love that. I also love the church service and
celebrating the birth of Jesus Christ and continuing the
celebration at home with great food and family. Then
waking up Christmas morning to coffee, Christmas
movies and presents. (I still believe in Santa!)
How do manage being a wife, mother
and having a career?
Don’t sleep! Seriously, my husband, Matt, is so
amazing and supportive and was always there for the
boys when I couldn’t be. Also, even though I don’t get
to bed until after 1 a.m. I would get up every morning
at 5:30 a.m. to get the boys a hot breakfast and talk to
them about their day. Since I work evenings, it was the
only opportunity to see them during the week. So, I feel
like I didn’t sleep for over a decade when they were in
middle and high school. They’re both great kids, so I
guess I did okay.
What would you say is your design style in your
home?
Less is more! My decorating style is very
simple with clean lines, minimalist that leans
contemporary. My grandma and mom both collected
everything from Depression glass, to dolls, to elephant
figurines, the list goes on and on and they had knickknacks everywhere! I’m the total opposite. (Maybe it’s
from having to dust all that stuff as a kid).

SPOT L IGH T

on

The Rick

& Tracy Ellis Show
Saturdays at 4 PM

Sandy’s Spotlight shines on
St. Louis. Sandy will focus on
beneficial businesses, promising
products, super services and
interesting individuals.
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AS THE SEASONS CHANGE SO
DO YOUR INSURANCE NEEDS
Call us today to review a Home,
Auto, Life or Health insurance policy
KIM LANHAM

Quality Service
Unique Policies
Home, Auto, Life
& Health Insurance
Serving St. Louis Metro
and surrounding areas

The Lanham Agency, a full service insurance agency, firmly believes it is our daily mission and policy to
bring real value to our clients by addressing every customer individually to create a policy unique to their
needs. We pride ourselves on the principles of quality customer service. Providing Home, Auto, Life and
Health insurance for you and your family is only the beginning of what the Lanham Agency has to offer in the
Ballwin, Ellisville, Wildwood, Chesterfield and surrounding metro St. Louis areas.

636.779.5976 |

LanhamK2@nationwide.com
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Incredible

custom built home on over 7 private acres!

People always ask us why we chose
“Wittenauer Custom Homes” as the name
for our company. Why didn’t we choose
to put something catchy or easy to spell
and remember? The answer is simple. We
wanted to put our name on our business.
You put your name on something you’re
proud of, for which you’ve worked really
hard. Wittenauer Custom Homes is all
about pride and passion for creating a
place you love coming home to each day.
We are a family-owned business with
a strong dedication to creating a very
personal builder-client relationship. We
stand behind everything we do to make
sure it is done right. We don’t believe in
“cookie cutter” houses and you won’t
find two custom homes that are alike.
Everyone deserves a house that is unique
to who they are and exactly what they
have always envisioned. You can count on
us to deliver everything you have always
wanted from the beginning design phase
to the moment you step inside your new
home for the very first time. We are with
you every step of the way. A house is not
a home unless you can picture yourself
living there and creating a lifetime of
memories. Wittenauer Custom Homes is
confident we can help you build the house
of your dreams! We bet our name on it!

331 Woodlawn Terrace
Ballwin, MO 63021

$875,000

Call Rick or Tracy
for more information
at 636.299.3702
www.TracyEllis.com
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The Door of
St. Louis
by

137 Chesterfield Industrial Blvd.
Chesterfield, MO 63005

636-530-7545

To view a gallery of our work, visit

www.scobiscompany.com
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• Meticulously Kept
• 9 ft. Ceilings with Crown Molding
• Costa Esmeralda Kitchen Counter Tops
• Elegant Upgrades Everywhere

$481,000

134 Tuscany Trace Dr.
St. Charles, MO

Call Vince Cafazza for
more info: 314.369.8554

PROFESSIONAL, INNOVATIVE + CREATIVE DESIGN
FOR ANY BUSINESS. IF YOU NEED IT, I CAN DO IT.

BRANDING

ILLUSTRATION

PRINT

TAKE A LOOK

WEB

WORK

LAURAMERCHANTDESIGN.COM
LAURA MERCHANT DESIGN

DESIGN

LET’S WORK TOGETHER: L AUR A@L AUR AMERCHANTDESIGN.COM | 574.340.3115
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List with The Rick &
Tracy Ellis Team!
Display your home on a cover
PLUS have your home
featured on
FM Newstalk 97.1
Tracy@TracyEllis.com,
Rick@TracyEllis.com
or call 636-299-3702
for more
information

Rick&
TracyEllis

The

Show

Tune in
Saturday at 4 pm
or Sunday at 10 am

Saturday at 4 PM & Sunday at 10 AM
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Now airing on
3 stations:
97.1FM, 98.4FM
& 1490AM

www.TracyEllis.com
9/20/16 6:46 PM

✦✦ HDR photography.
✦✦ Aerial photography and video.
✦✦ Night time photo shoots.
✦✦ 3-D imagery and videography.
✦✦ Top rated website offered in
seven languages.
✦✦ All of our listings are
showcased on our home
page: www.tracyellis.com.
✦✦ All of our listings are promoted
on both of our weekly radio
shows on 3 different stations.
Now you have 6 different
opportunities to tune in.
✦✦ The Rick and Tracy Ellis show
airs every Saturday at 4 pm
and Sunday at 10 am on FM
NEWS TALK 97.1, 98.7 FM &
1490 am.
✦✦ Sandy Miller from FOX 2
News will join us every
Saturday at 4 pm on The
Rick and Tracy Ellis Show.
Sandy will now spotlight and
promote local businesses
doing great things.

✦✦ We have several websites
to generate traffic, including
our own pages on FM NEWS
TALK 97.1.
✦✦ All of our websites are
mobile friendly.
✦✦ Publisher and creator of
Tracy Ellis: A Guide To Luxury
Real Estate.
✦✦ You’ll find the magazine in
over 100 businesses in St.
Louis & St. Charles County.
✦✦ The Rick & Tracy Ellis Team
will write a story about your
luxury property, not just a
paragraph in the MLS.
✦✦ Your home could be featured
on the cover, but will definitely
be featured in the magazine.
✦✦ We will create targeted buzz
with Asher Benrubi, also
known as “The Smash.”
✦✦ Plan social/charitable events
to target the right audience.
✦✦ Creative direct mail and
marketing pieces.

✦✦ We use all forms of social
media and promote
our listings with paid
advertisements that target a
specific audience including
the latest addition, The Smash
Newsletter, which will go out
to over 30,000 followers.
✦✦ Networking is very important,
and we’re always learning
and improving. We work
with top real estate agents
all over the United States.
They’re also guests on our
show and in our magazine.
✦✦ Our team can now help you
with buying and selling real
estate in Illinois
✦✦ We have great partners at
the Lake of The Ozarks as
well. We can market your
properties locally on our
show and in the magazine
if you have a property you
need SOLD at the Lake of
the Ozarks, call us and have
twice the selling power.

Call the Rick & Tracy Ellis Team at 636-699-2197 or 636-299-3702 to get
your property moving at a reduced commission!
Looking to buy? Let us help you find the perfect home!
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You asked...
we answered!

Are proud to announce
we are working with
Dennis & Raquel Hansen
at

Our combined teams are a winning combination
to market your properties to the largest audience.
Together, our clients properties will be featured
on both of our weekly radio shows, in both of our
magazines and advertised in ALL 8 states that border
MO! An entire team of Realtors/Brokers in St. Louis/
Lake of the Ozarks at no extra cost to you!
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• 14-acre estate
• 87A5 ft of waterfront
• Unobstructed 8-mile
view of the lake
• Seconds from Horseshoe
Bend and Bagnell Dam

$12,000,000

For more information, contact Rick or Tracy Ellis at
636-299-3702 or visit www.heronhillatthelake.com.

NOW YOU CAN TUNE IN TO
THE RICK AND TRACY ELLIS SHOW
ON ALL 3 STATIONS!
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Splendor
&
Bliss:

W

High-end
Trends in Luxury
Home Design
hen it comes to luxury homes, the more unique--the better. It’s all
about innovation and that elusive “wow-factor.” No matter where
you live, it’s important for your home to stand out and make a statement. By including one, or all, of these extravagant trends into your
home, you’re sure to be a cut above the rest.

1
Enhanced master bathrooms
You may have heard about doubling appliances in the kitchen
and laundry room, but have you ever considered doubling your bathroom? With dual master baths, both you and your spouse can have a
space to call your own. That means double the showers, bathtubs, and
counter space. With dual bathrooms, there’s no need to compromise.
By adding your favorite amenities, like a steam

2

Wine-tasting rooms
Think a cellar is a wine lover’s best
friend? If that’s true, then what do we call
a wine room—heaven? By creating a room
dedicated to wine, you’ll have plenty of space
to gather your wine aficionado friends and
make a night of it. Wine rooms combine the
temperature control of a cellar with the art
of tasting and appreciating fine wines. Plus,
you’ll be able to showcase your collection for
guests to admire, rather than hiding the bottles
away in a cellar.

Bring the spa to you
Self-care is so important, especially if you
have a high-stress career. Combat stress, anxiety,
and health conditions with your own spa and wellness center. Either in-home or detached, dedicating a space to the art of rest and relaxation can do
wonders for your overall health. Centers like these
can include saunas, pools, fitness rooms, spas, and
everything in between. Have the ability to treat
yourself at home--no appointment necessary.

3
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5

Home Automation
As technology advances, so does our desire
for a fully-functional Smart House. We’re not
quite there yet, but we do have the ability to
control lights, music, doors, appliances, and
more with just the touch of a button. Luxury
homeowners are always on the lookout for
technology that will best fit their lifestyle. By
incorporating existing automated features into
your home, you’ll make your life all that much
easier, and maybe even inspire some friendly
jealousy among your house guests along the way.

Nightlife at home
If you love a stiff drink, loud
music, and good time with friends,
but hate crowded clubs—consider
bringing the party home! By creating an in-home bar or nightclub,
you’ll have the ultimate house for
entertaining. Design the space with a
dance floor, or perhaps a speakeasy themed getaway is more your
speed? Whatever the case may be,
with a decked-out entertainment
space, there’s no reason to pay for
overpriced, watered-down drinks on
the town when you can have your
favorites stocked right at home.

6

4

Upgraded Pools
With various designs
and customizations in outdoor pools, why settle for
average? Consider adding
fireplaces with built-in
seating, install an outdoor
kitchen with a full bar, or
design your own custom
rock features to add a
personal touch to your
outdoor space. If you live
in a spot with an incredible
view, it might be time to
upgrade your in-ground
pool for a highly sought
after infinity pool. If you
add the right amount of
seating, green space, and
luxury amenities, you’ll be
able to maximize your fun
in the sun.

7

Detached theaters
In-home theater rooms aren’t anything new, but with the
popularity of detached spaces for gyms, pools, and guesthouses,
why not apply that to an entertainment space? By adding a
separate building for viewing films or watching a big game, you
can create a truly one-of-a-kind environment for your family and
guests to get together.
There’s no need to worry about noise disrupting the occasion,
or fear of the occasion disrupting the house. Plus, if you love to
entertain (or have teenage kids in the house) it’s a perfect way for
your guests to feel right at home without creating a post-party mess
throughout the house.
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Private estate

located in a gated community in Wildwood on
almost 6 acres with inground pool and sports court.

19217 Brookhollow Dr.
Wildwood, MO 63038

$1,200,000
Call Rick or Tracy
for more information:
636.299.3702
www.TracyEllis.com
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Exclusive Gated Villa Community,
over 5,000 upgraded, finished sq/ft,
walk out LL and 3 kitchens!
28 Upper Conway
Chesterfield, MO 63017

$725,000

Investment opportunity offering retail
& residential space.
SS Property renovations 85% complete.
SS Main floor retail space: 2640 sq ft converted
into old fashioned soda fountain/lunch
counter set in a turn of the century drugstore.
SS Dining space for 50 with waitress station,
office and large kitchen.
SS Upper level loft: 2016 sq ft

104 South State Street
Jerseyville, IL 62052

$225,000
Call Karla Horrell at 618.531.1380
Call Rick or Tracy for
more information: 636.299.3702
Belleville, IL
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Dream
Home

BUYING &
SELLING

Steps away from Country Club & over
4,000 sq/ft with an Indoor In-Ground Pool!

$399,900

9 Bogey Dr.
Washington, MO 63090

Call Rick or Tracy
for info: 636.299.3702
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Incredible
Home

An acre private lot with over
6,000 finished sq/ft & walk-out LL!

$530,000
Tracy Ellis Magazine-Issue 8.indd 55

110 Woodmere Trail Ct
Saint Charles, MO 63303

Call Rick or Tracy
for info: 636.299.3702
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Tips for Selling Your Home
During the Holidays

P

utting your home on the market during the holidays
might seem daunting, but believe it or not, there are
actually a few advantages to selling your home in the
middle of all the hustle and bustle. During the winter
months, there’s lighter competition between sellers, and
buyers tend to be more motivated if they’re looking around the holidays. Often times, people need to purchase new homes for tax reasons,
and since many jobs bring in new employees in January, transfers don’t
have time to wait to buy.
Throughout the year, we tend to be busier after the New Year and
during the summer. The holidays provide prospective buyers with a little
extra time to take on a home search. If you’ve been planning on putting
your home on the market in the coming months, here are a few tips to
avoid unwanted stress during the most wonderful time of the year.
Properly advertise your home online
During the winter months, signage and open houses can become
less effective due to inclement weather. To avoid traveling from property
to property in the freezing weather, buyers often turn to the internet.
By working with your Realtor to make sure your home is posted on the
proper websites and promoted on social media, your home will have the
best chance to be considered by a winter buyer.
Traveling? Leave showings to your Realtor
Showing your house while you’re away on a holiday vacation is a
great way to reduce stress from impromptu appointments and last minute
cleaning. When you leave, make sure your house is ready to show, and
leave the rest to your Realtor. Any showings you have will keep the
house from feeling abandoned. Walking through a cold house can alter a
buyer’s opinion, so it’s important to make sure to keep the heat on. Plus,
you’ll avoid coming home to frozen pipes.

Create a daily showing schedule
Work with your Realtor to create a schedule around your holiday
parties and busy days. If there’s a day that won’t work for you, make
it a blackout day, or define certain hours you’re able to accommodate
showings. That way, there’s no back and forth about whether or not a
certain showing appointment will work for you. This also works for
phone calls. If you only want to receive phone calls during a certain time
of day, communicate that
to your Realtor. It’ll make
for a much more enjoyable
experience for everyone
involved.
Use holiday decorations to
your advantage
Buyers want to be able
to see themselves living in
a home. The holidays are
such a warm, welcoming
time, and you can use that
to create a cozy, inviting
atmosphere throughout
your home. If you plan on
decorating, make sure you
keep it tasteful. Too many
gaudy decorations can turn
off buyers, but the right
amount of holiday cheer
can create a pleasant atmosphere and make buyers
feel right at home.
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your

INVESTMENT

with a Boundary and
Improvement Survey

from Meridian Land Surveying.

Like a Building inspection protects against undisclosed defects within the exterior walls of the house, a
Boundary and Improvement Survey protects against undisclosed defects from the exterior walls out to
the property lines. Once you close on your home, you own all potential defects that may come with
the land. Only a land survey can properly identify potential defects on the property.

Late Summer and Fall provide some of the
best outdoor weather in the St. Louis area, and
there is still time for those outdoor projects.





Putting in a pool or hot tub
Building a deck or patio
Adding a fence
Adding a sun room or other room addition

Before you begin, you need to know:

• Precisely where your property lines
are located
• The location of easements and set back
lines on your property
Starting your outdoor projects with a Boundary
Survey can save you a ton of cash!

Providing the Best Surveying
Services in the Metro Area.
Call for a free estimate
636.939.2900
MeridianLandSurveying.com
ContactUs@MeridianLandSurveying.com
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HONORING
OUR HEROES
First Responders | Teachers | Veterans

Ask us how we take care of you,
because you take care of us!
Reduced Commission
& discounts with our
preferred vendors!

Visit www.TracyEllis.com
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Presenting

Sunset Bluffs

Read feature article on page 8
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